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QUALITY ASSURANCE POLICY & PROCEDURE

Purpose: 	To advise on the various quality assurance processes that are to be operated across all Maison Moti services 
Scope:	Company-wide and external (unrestricted). 
Associated documents:  
Service User Charter 
Staff Charter 
	Case Management Audit template document 
CMA Score Summary

	Project Management Audit template document 
	PMA Score Summary
	(Service User Satisfaction Survey template letter)
	Service User Satisfaction Survey Questionnaire template document 
(Stakeholder Satisfaction Survey template letter)
Stakeholder Satisfaction Survey Questionnaire template document
(Staff Satisfaction Survey template letter)
Staff Satisfaction Survey Questionnaire template document
Premises Inspection form
(SU Exit Survey template letter)
SU Exit Survey Questionnaire template document 
(Lead Professional Exit Survey template letter)
Lead Professional Exit Survey Questionnaire template document
Staff Exit Interview template document 
QA Action Plan template document 
	QA Scheduler template

QA Scores template

1. Introduction 
1.1	Quality Assurance (QA) is essentially a process of monitoring and evaluation. Mechanisms for QA can be applied to any aspect of an organisation’s performance to test whether the standards expected are being achieved. 
1.2	It is therefore a valuable means for identifying things that are working well, as well as areas where improvements are necessary. Implemented regularly QA processes can provide early warnings, which if acted upon can avert more serious issues or incidents later on.  
1.3	Maison Moti Limited is committed to providing the highest standards of service, to all our stakeholders. It is important to us that we do what we say we will do, within the stated time scales and that we do it to a high quality standard.  
1.4	This policy and procedure sets out the internal QA measures operated by Maison Moti for purposes of evaluating key operational performance standards. 
1.5	The measures set out in this policy are not a substitute for external regulation and inspection. 
1.6	They do not include other standard service user and staff management processes, some of which also provide information which is used as a means for assuring quality, i.e. our service delivery model and the various staff management processes such as supervision and appraisal.  
2. Our priorities  
2.1	Although it is possible to measure performance without first defining the standard, it is best done once there is a clear understanding of the expected performance and the relevant processes have been defined. At Maison Moti we have gone to great lengths to set, communicate and implement a variety of performance standards relating to:
	Service users

Staff 
	Commissioners’ and other external professionals 
	Property & premises 

Our service delivery model 
	Project management 
	(Security, health & safety) 
	(Fair access, equality & diversity) 

2.2	These are the most important areas as they represent our core business; our top priority is our service users followed closely by our staff. 
2.3	Our Charters for service users and for staff make clear our pledge to them. 
2.4	The accommodation together with furnishings, fixtures and fittings are important to our service users and to us as these represent the company and are part of the service package we provide. 
2.5	Our service delivery model is the vehicle through which we agree and deliver our service and outcomes. It supports and compliments the work and objectives of the service user’s professional team and the statutory Care Plan.
2.6	Project management is concerned with the various administrative and management functions which support and enable good service delivery. This is an all-encompassing area and includes the numerous requirements for compliance, including registration, security, health and safety, fair access, equality and diversity as well as our own internal standards for ensuring good practice. 
2.7 In short for Maison Moti to be successful as a company we need to: 
	Ensure that our service users are happy and make demonstrable progress through the achievement of agreed outcomes;

That our staff are treated well, are happy and are high performing;
That the commissioners of our services are happy with the service and the outcomes that we deliver.    
Therefore, these objectives form the primary focus of our QA regime. 
3. Schedule & accountability  
3.1	The following table shows the frequency with which each of the QA audits are to be conducted and the individual who is responsible for the task: 
Audit
Frequency
Lead
Case Management Audit 


3-monthly


Project Manager 
Summary: This is an individual audit of each service user case. The purpose is to check that all required processes (inc. our service delivery model) have been complied with. Ultimately it is a means to ensure that the SU is happy with our service and that s/he is making good progress.  


Premises Inspection 

monthly

3-monthly

Project Manager

Maintenance Manager
Summary: This is a checklist devised to assist individual Project Managers in their responsibility to ensure that the property / premises are maintained to the required standards. 


Project Management Audit 


6-monthly


Service Manager
(The PMA should also include a service user as a lay assessor) 
Summary: This audit covers all of the various requirements that Project Managers are tasked with in order to ensure the good and proper operations of a project. Its purpose is to ensure that all requirements are met and managed to the expected industry and company standards.  


Service User Satisfaction Survey 
6-monthly 
Project Manager 
Summary: This survey provides a further means via which to obtain independent feedback from service users.


Staff Satisfaction Survey 

6-monthly 

Project Manager 
Summary: This survey provides a further means via which to obtain independent feedback from staff.


Stakeholder Satisfaction Survey 

12-monthly 

Service Manager
Summary: Although not the only means, this survey provides the primary vehicle via which to obtain feedback from external stakeholders.  


Service User Exit Survey 

At point of project/ service exit 

Project Manager 
Summary: This survey is to be completed upon the service user exiting from a Maison Moti service, whether the move is internal from one project to another or the SU is leaving the company. 


Exit Survey – Lead Professional
At point of project/ service exit

Service Manager 
Summary: As above but to be completed by the service user’s Care Coordinator/ lead professional. 


Staff Exit Interview
At point of employment exit 

Service Manager
Summary: This is an end of employment interview to seek feedback from the employee.



3.2	The Project Management Audit is to include a volunteer service user who has been trained to undertake the role of lay assessor 
3.3	Overall responsibility for ensuring that the above audits and surveys are conducted rests with the Service Manager  
4. Remedial Action 
4.1	The individual responsible for the audits must clearly identify and record all areas where the task has not been completed or has not met the required standard. This must then form the subject of a SMART action plan, ensuring that a date has been set to review the follow-up action. 
4.2	The process of review must continue until such time that all actions resulting from the audit are completed satisfactorily. 
4.3 	Responsibility for ensuring the follow up to audits and the completion of all resulting tasks is with the individual responsible for the audit. The ultimate responsibility    rests with the Service Manager, who will also be responsible for analysing and collating a summary of the findings to report at the meeting of the QA Panel.   
5. Quality Assurance Panel 
5.1  	The purpose of QA is two-fold; firstly to ensure that the set minimum performance standards are being achieved and secondly to effect a cycle of continuous improvement, leading to a progressively better service with better outcomes.  
5.2	The latter will be achieved through operational implementation of the findings from the audits and the feedback from the surveys. Relevant information will also inform changes to policies and procedures and where applicable to wider decision-making, including strategic planning  
5.3	To this end Maison Moti Limited has established a QA Panel, comprising of project and senior management staff. The Panel will be chaired by the Service Manager and will meet on a quarterly basis. 
5.4	The purpose of the Panel will be to review the summarised findings of all the above audits and surveys and to use the information to effect changes in terms of ensuring that the purpose of QA as set out in 5.1 and 5.2 above are met.  


